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The theory of valuations on fields is developed in the constructive spirit of Errett 
Bishop. As a consequence of the general theory we are able to construct all 
nonarchimedean valuations on algebraic number fields and compute their 
ramification indices and residue class degrees. The notion of a field with a 
valuation for which the intimum of the values of any polynomial function can be 
computed plays an important role. Numerous limiting counterexamples are 
provided. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues the program of ] 1 ] and [2] to develop the theory of 
fields from the constructive point of view of Errett Bishop [3]. The theory of 
valuations plays a central role in this development. The study of fields with 
valuations provides an interesting mix of discrete, purely algebraic 
constructions combined with analytic constructions such as the completion. 
Although it is commonly felt that algebraic number theory is essentially 
constructive in its classical form, even those authors who pay particular 
attention to the constructive aspects of the theory, as Borevich and 
Schaferevich do in [4], employ highly nonconstructive techniques which 
nullify their efforts. In 141, for example, it is assumed that every polynomial 
can be factored into a product of irreducible polynomials (every field is 
factorial) and that given a nonempty subset of the positive integers you can 
find its least element. 
By afield we mean a field in the sense of [ 1 j, that is, a set k with binary 
relations of equality and inequality, and binary operations of addition and 
multiplication, satisfying the usual field axioms together with 
(1) &=O implies a=O, 
(2) u + b # 0 implies a # 0 or b f 0. 
We must postulate (1) and (2) because we do not assume that for each a in 
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k either a = 0 or a # 0. Thus while the field axioms suffice to show that 
a # 0 and b # 0 imply ab # 0, they do not show that ab = 0 implies a = 0 or 
b = 0. In fact if k is the field of real numbers, then this is equivalent to the 
lesser limited principle of omniscience [S ] which is not considered true. 
A set with equality and inequality is discrete if whenever x and J’ are 
elements of the set, then either x =y or x # y. We are particularly interested 
in discrete fields, such as algebraic number fields, although we are naturally 
led to study other fields such as the real, complex, and p-adic numbers. 
In Section 1 we detine valuations and characterize the archimedean and 
nonarchimedean ones. Section 2 deals with locally precompact valuations 
and characterizes the nonarchimedean ones. The notion of a pseudofactorial 
field is introduced in Section 3. This is a purely constructive notion having 
no classical counterpart (all fields with valuations are pseudofactorial from a 
classical point of view). However, it provides just the information we need 
either to construct a root of a polynomial, or bound the polynomial away 
from zero, in the completion of the field (Corollary 3.2). We show in 
Theorem 3.4 that there are lots of pseudofactorial fields. Corollary 3.5 shows 
how to factor separable polynomials over the algebraic or separable closure 
of a pseudofactorial field in its completion. So, for example, we can factor 
polynomials over the algebraic p-adic numbers. 
In Section 4 we modify the Hensel’s lemma of [6 ] to accommodate our 
needs. The main theorem here is Theorem 4.7, that a discrete field with a 
nonarchimedean valuation satisfies the conclusion of Hensel’s lemma 
precisely when it is separably closed in its completion. 
In Section 5 we show how to extend valuations on k to finite separable 
extensions of k if we can factor separable polynomials over the separable 
closure of li in its completion. This includes the case when k is an algebraic 
number field. In Section 6 we show how to compute the ramification index e 
and the residue class degree f of a separable extension. 
1. VALUATIONS 
If k is a field. then a (rank one) valuation is a function assigning to each 
element .Y in k a nonnegative real number 1x1 such that 
(1) ].u]#O if and only ifx#O, 
(2) I.uvl = /xl I ?‘I. 
(3) I-Y+Y)<lx) t/y/. 
The set V, = ((xl: 0 # x E k} forms a group called the calue group of the 
valuation. 
Another common definition of a rank-one valuation was adopted by 
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Staples in his constructive treatment of valuations [ 7 J. A general (rank one) 
valuation on a field k is a function assigning to each element x in k a 
nonnegative real number ux such that 
(1) vx#O if and only ifx#O, 
(2) 4v> = (vx)(v>, 
(3) there is a constant B such that if ux < 1, then ~(1 + x) <B. 
The constant B in (3) is called a bounding constant for u; clearly B > 1. A 
valuation is a general valuation with B = 2. In [7, Theorem 2.31 it is shown 
that if u is a general valuation, then u(x + y) <B sup(ux, uy). A constructive 
problem here is that we cannot decide whether ux < uy or uy < ux, or 
whether either is zero. The proof of [8, Proposition l-l-81 is constructive 
and shows that any general valuation with B = 2 is a valuation. 
A general valuation is nontrivial if ux > 1 for some x in k, 
nonarchimedean if u(x + y) < sup(ux, uy) for all x and y in k, and 
archimedean if un > 1 for some integer n. We say that two general 
valuations are equivalent if they induce the same uniform structure, that is, 
u, is equivalent to u2 if for each E > 0 there is S > 0 such that uix < 6 
implies u2x < E, and uZx < 6 implies u,x < E. It is easy to show that if u is a 
nontrivial nonarchimedean valuation on the rational number field Q, then 
up < 1 for precisely one prime p. If u’p < 1, then clearly u is equivalent to u’. 
Any of these equivalent valuations is called the p-adic valuation on Q. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u, and u2 be general valuations and consider the 
following three conditions: 
(a) There is a positive real number r such that u,x = (v,x)~ for all 
nonzero x, 
(b) v, is equivalent to v2, 
(c) v, x < 1 implies v2x < 1 for all x. 
Then (a) implies (b) implies (c). Moreover if v, is nontrivial, then (c) 
implies (a). 
Proof: If (a) holds and E > 0, choose 6 = E’. Either u,x < E or u, x > 0, 
and in the latter case x is nonzero so if v,x < er, then uZx < E. A similar 
argument works with the roles of ui and v2 interchanged. Suppose (b) holds 
and v,x < 1. Choose S such that if u, y < 6, then v, y < 1. Then for some 
n > 0 we have (u~x)~ < 6 so (v~x)~ < 1 whereupon vZx < 1. Now suppose 
(c) holds and u1 is nontrivial. Note that if vi y > I, then U, y-i < 1 so 
v2 -v > 1. As vi is nontrivial we can choose y such that v, y > 1 and hence 
vq y > 1. Set r = (log u, y)/(log u2 y) > 0. The proof now follows [8, 
Theorem l-l-41. It suffices to show, for x # 0, that yi = (log v,x)/(log v, y) 
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is equal to y2 = (log u,x)/(log v2 y). Letting - stand for < or > , and m 
and n be integers with n positive, we have m/n - y, implies u ,(J’~x -“) - 1 
implies OZ(WPx-“) - 1 implies m/n - y2. 
The nontriviality requirement in Theorem I. 1 is essential even if condition 
(c) reads “U,X < 1 if and only if vzx < 1.” In fact without the nontriviality 
condition we can prove neither (c) implies (b) nor (b) implies (a). To see 
that we cannot prove (c) implies (b) let t be a nonnegative real number and 
define valuations u, and ~1~ on the rational numbers by setting v,x = 1x1 and 
L’~.Y = (0, x)’ if x # 0. Here (xl is the ordinary absolute value of x. Then 
L’ ,x < 1 if and only if uz.x < 1, while if we could find 6 > 0 such that ~1, x < 8 
implies vzx < l/2, then either t > 0 or 6’ > 3/4, and in the latter case t = 0, 
for if t > 0 we could find x such that v,x < 6 is arbitrarily close to 6 so vzx 
would be arbitrarily close to 6’ > 3/4. Thus we would have a procedure for 
deciding whether t > 0 or t = 0. 
To see that we cannot prove (b) implies (a) let t be a real number and 
define L’, and u2 on the rational numbers by defining c, x = jxl”’ for x # 0 
and L’*S to be U,X if t > 0 and v, x2 if t < 0 and extend to all t by continuity. 
It is readily verified that v2 is a general valuation and that v, and ~1~ are 
equivalent. But if we could find r such that v,x = (VEX)” then we could 
determine whether t < 0 or t > 0 as Y < 1 implies t < 0 while Y > l/2 implies 
t > 0. 
Note that if v, = vi, and B is a bounding constant for v2, then B’ is a 
bounding constant for 11,. Hence any general valuation is equivalent to a 
valuation. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let v be a general valuation on afield k. Let x and .I’ be 
in k. and m and n integers greater than 1. Then 
(a) urn < sup( 1, un)‘Og m”og ‘, 
(b) ifvx < 1, then ~(1 +x) < sup(1, ~2). 
Proof. Let log = log, and note that 
l’(X, + .*. + x,.) < B ’ + ‘w.i sup(Wi: 1 < i <j). 
To prove part (a), write ms = a,, + a’n + ... + a,n’, where 0 ,< a, < n and 
r log n < s log m. Then 
Raising both sides to the l/s power, and letting s go to co gives the desired 
result. To prove part (b) consider 
v(1 +x)’ = u ~C,,ixi < B’+‘og’S+l’ sup{~C,,~: 0 6 i < s}. 
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By part (a) we have uC,~~ ,< sup(1, ~2)“‘~~~~~. But C,,; < CS,,S,zl so 
v(l + X) < ~(‘+loscs+ I))/s sup(l, vq(ws.ls/21)I~ 
and (1 + log@ + l))/s + 0 while (log CS,lS,~l )/s + 1 (use Stirling’s formula). 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let v be a general valuation on a field k. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
1. k is nonarchimedean, 
2. v(l +x)< I for al/x such that vx< 1, 
3. urn < 1 for all integers m, 
4. v2< 1, 
5. vn < 1 for some integer n > 1. 
Proof. Clearly 1 implies 2 implies 3 implies 4 implies 5. If 5 holds, then 
v2 < 1 by Theorem 1.2a, so we can take I3 = 1 by Theorem 1.2b. 
One consequence of Corollary 1.3 is that to assert that k is 
nonarchimedean is the same as to deny that k is archimedean, for to assert 
v2 < 1 is the same as to deny v2 > 1. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let v be a general valuation on a j?eld k. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
1. V(X + JJ) > sup(vx, vv) for some x and y, 
2. there is q > 0, such that if B is a bounding constant for v, then 
B>l+q, 
3. v2 > 1, 
4. vm > 1 for some integer m (v is archimedean), 
5. vn > 1 for all integers n > 1, 
6. forsomexwehaueux,<l andv(l+x)>l. 
Proof. Clearly 1 implies 2. That 2 implies 3 follows from the fact that v2 
is a bounding constant for v (Theorem 1.2b). Clearly 3 implies 4. That 4 
implies 5 follows from Theorem 1.2a. Clearly 5 implies 6 upon taking x = 1. 
Finally 6 implies 1 upon taking y = 1. 
The equivalence of 2 and 6 in Corollary 1.4 answers a question raised in 
[ 71. The following is an example of a nontrivial valuation that you cannot 
assert is archimedean or nonarchimedean. 
EXAMPLE. Let a, be a sequence of O’s and l’s with at most one 1. Let R 
be the ring of polynomials in x with integer coefficients subject to the 
relations a,,(~ - 2”) = 0. Let k be the quotient field of R. We define a 
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valuation u on R by associating with each polynomialf(x) the limit of the 
Cauchy sequence 
r, = If(2”)1”” if a, = 0 for all n < m 
rm = If(2”)j IIn if a, = 1 for somen <mm. 
Here ( 1 is ordinary absolute value. The valuation v extends uniquely to the 
quotient field k. It is nontrivial because vx = 2. However, to settle the 
archimedean question would be to settle the question of whether a, = 1 for 
some n or not. 
2. LOCALLY PRECOMPACT VALUATIONS 
A valuation on k is locally precompact if for each positive integer N and 
positive number s there is a finite subset Y of k such that if 1x1 <N then 
1.x -J 1 < E for some J’ in Y. Such a subset Y is called an c-approximation to 
the N-bull. The ordinary absolute value and the p-adic valuations on Q have 
this property. 
THEOREM 2.1. If k is afield with a locallJ1 precompact valuation, then k 
is either archimedean or nonarchimedean. 
Proof. Choose a finite subset Y of k such that if 1x1< 2 then 
1.x -.I)/ < l/3 for some y in Y. Consider the positive integers 1, 2,..., 1 -t 
card Y. Either, viewed in k. one of them has value greater than 1, so k is 
archimedean. or they all have value less than 2. In the latter case, two must 
be within 213 of each other, so their difference has value less than t/3: so k 
is nonarchimedean. 
Let k be a field with a nonarchimedean valuation. The residue class field 
ofkis the set k=(xEk:Ix/<l),wherex= yiflx-J!/< l,andx#~‘if 
1.x - ~‘1 = 1. The residue class field need not be a field in the sense of 111 as 
we shall see in the example following Theorem 4.2. However, if k has a 
discrete value group, then the residue class field is a discrete field. A 
nonarchimedean valuation on k is discrete if there is A # 0 in k such that if 
x # 0, then 1.x I= I z/” for some integer n. Note that a discrete valuation has a 
discrete value group. The p-adic valuations on Q are discrete and have finite 
residue class fields. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let k be a field with a nontrivial, nonarchimedean 
valuation. Then k is locally precompact if and only if the valuation is discrete 
and the residue class field is finite. 
Pro@ Suppose k is locally precompact. As the valuation is nontrivial we 
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can find z in k such that 0 < 1 z 1 < 1. Choose a 1 z /-approximation x, ,..., x, to 
the N-ball for N > l/lzl. W e will show that the value group is a discrete 
subset of the positive real numbers. For x in k either IX” ) # 1, in which case 
(xl f 1, or Izl < I-? < l/l I z , in which case JzI < (x’J < l/lzl for t = 0, l,..., n. 
In the latter case there must be s, t and i, with s # t, such that (xS - xi] < Iz I 
and Ix’-xiI<IzI. As lx’1 > IzI and Ix’1 > JzI and the valuation is 
nonarchimedean, Ix’1 = IXi( = Ix’I, so IxI= 1. 
Thus the value group is a discrete subset of the positive real numbers. As 
z is in the N-ball we can choose rr among x, ,..., x, of biggest value less than 
1. Then for any y # 0 there is an integer m such that Ix/ < I ~r-~yl< 1. By 
the choice of n and the fact that the valuation is nonarchimedean we have 
I ~-“‘y( = 1, so ) yl = I rrl”‘. Thus the valuation is discrete. To show that the 
residue class field is finite, choose a finite l-approximation Y to the l-ball. 
The elements of Y form a system of representatives for the residue class field, 
which is therefore finite since it is discrete. 
Conversely, if the valuation is discrete and the residue class field is finite, 
let I rr I < 1 generate the value group and let A be a finite system of represen- 
tatives for the residue class field. Given positive N and E we must find a 
finite set Y such that if IxI< N then jx -y I < E for some y in Y. Choose m 
so that 1~1”’ < E and 1~1~~ >N and let 
1 
m 
Y= 1 - ai7ci:aiEA . 
i=-m I 
If 1x1 <N then )7rmxI < 1 so 
7t”x=a_,+a-,+,n+-.. ta,?+b 
where 161 < ~?c~~“‘. Thus x = Cy! -m aid + b/n”‘, and I b/r” I < (~cJ~ < E. 
Although, in the locally precompact case, you can distinguish 
archimedean from nonarchimedean, you cannot necessarily distinguish trivial 
from nontrivial. 
EXAMPLE. Let k be a finite field and x an indeterminate. Let a,, be an 
increasing sequence of O’s and l’s with a, = 0. Let F be the subfield of the 
rational function field k(x) generated by k and (a,x: n = 1,2,...}. We define 
a nonarchimedean valuation on F by setting Ix I = IZ if a, = 1 and c1,-, = 0. 
Thus IfI = ndegf if f is a nonzero polynomial in F. Note that if ~1, = 0, then 
for any a in F either Ial > n or Ial < 1. In the latter case (a -al < l/n for 
some a E k. As a, = 0 the residue class field of F is k. To get an E- 
approximation to the N-ball choose n > sup(N, l/a). If a, = 1, then the 
valuation is discrete and Theorem 2.2 shows that F is locally precompact. If 
a, = 0, then k is an s-approximation to the N-ball by the previous argument. 
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3. PSEUDOFACTORIAL FIELDS 
A field k with a valuation is pseudofactorial if inf(]f(a)]: a E k) exists for 
each polynomial f in k[x]. The reason for this terminology is that 12, 
Theorem 3.41 says that a discrete field k is factorial if and only if for each 
polynomial f in k [xl, either f has a root in k or S(a) # 0 for all u in k. Thus 
a discrete field k is factorial precisely when k is pseudofactorial under the 
trivial valuation. An example of a factorial field that is not pseudofactorial is 
provided by taking k to be U k, where k, is either the rational number field 
Q or Q(7ri). Then the infinimum of the polynomial x2 -t 1 cannot be com- 
puted. 
If k is a field with a valuation we may form the completion k  ^of k in the 
same way the real numbers are obtained by completing the rationals [3]. The 
valuation on k extends naturally to k ,^ and k  ^is a field in the sense of ] 1 ], 
where x # JJ means /x - y 1 # 0. The p-adic numbers are constructed in this 
manner from the p-adic valuation on the rationals. If 4 is the natural map 
from k to k ,^ then 4(x) = 0 if and only if lx]= 0. We say that k is complete if 
4 is an isomorphism. If k is nonarchimedean, and E is a field between 4(k) 
and k ,^ then k and E have the same residue class fields and value groups. If 4 
is an embedding we identify k with #(k). 
A polynomial over a discrete field is called separable [ 1 ] if it can be 
written as a product of polynomials f such that the greatest common divisor 
(Jf') is 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let k be a discrete field with a valuation. Let f be a 
separable polynomial in k[x], and let 6 denote the completion of k. Then 
there is 6 > 0 such that, given a, in k for which /f (a,)1 < 6, we can construct 
a root off in 6. 
Proof. If f is constant, then the conclusion is clear, so assume deg f > 0. 
Choose N so that If(u)] > 1 whenever I a I> N, and thus ]a / < N whenever 
If(u)1 < 1. Write 
f (-1) + z) =f (y) + zf ‘0) + z’g(v, z) 
and choose M so that Ig(u, b)l < M whenever la I< N and j b I < 1. 
We may assume that (f,f’) = 1. Find s and t in k[x] such that s(x)f(x) + 
t(x)f’(x) = 1. Choose 0 < r < 1 so that ] t(a)] < r- ’ and Is(u)1 < r ’ 
whenever ]a / <N. If ] f (a)1 < 1, then la 1 < N, so r- ’ If’(u)1 > I t(u)f’(u)l > 
1 - Is(u)] If (a)1 > 1 - r-l If (a$ whereupon 
If’(a)1 > r - If(a 
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Choose 6 < r/2 such that if u > l/6, then 
1 2 M- ( 1 ru - 1 4&. 
If If(a,)] < 6, then we can use Newton’s method to construct a root off as 
follows. Define a, inductively according to the scheme a,, i = a, + h,, 
where h, = -f(a,)/“(a,). We shall show that ]f(a,)] < 2-“6. This is true 
for n=O. If ]f(u,)]<2-“6< 1, then ]u,]<N and ]f’(u,)]>r--2-“6 so 
(h,] < (r2”/6- 1))’ < 2-“. But ]f(u “+,)I = Lwn + kJl= PiI I k&7, kl)l G 
p,p4< 2- cn+‘)d by taking u = “/ 2 6. Thus {a,) is a Cauchy sequence 
converging to a root off in l. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let k be a discrete field with a pseudofactoriul 
valuation. Iff is a separable polynomial in k[x], then eitherf has a root in k, 
or / f (a)[ is bounded away from 0 for all a in k. 
Proof. Choose 6 as in Theorem 3.1. Either inf{] f (a)]: a E k} > 612, in 
which case If(u)] is bounded away from 0, or inf{ I f (a)l: a E k} < 6 in which 
case we can find a root off in k  ^by Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The algebraic numbers are algebraically closed. 
Proof. The algebraic numbers form a discrete field [ 1, Theorem 4.31. Let 
f be a manic polynomial of degree n with coefficients in the algebraic 
numbers. Following [9] we choose r > 0 so that if z is a complex number of 
modulus r, then ]z” -f (z)l < P. Then the winding number with respect to 0 
of the path given by restricting f to the circle of radius r is n. If inf(] f (x)1: 
Ix/ < r} > 0, then this winding number would be 0. Hence inf{ If (x)1: 
Ix] < r} = 0. As f is separable [ 1, Lemma 3.51, we can find a root off in the 
complex numbers by Theorem 3.1. As such a root is an algebraic number 
[ 1, Theorem 3.11, we have proved the corollary. 
Pseudofactorial fields arise as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. If k is a discrete field with either a locally precompact 
valuation, or a discrete valuation with a factorial residue clussJield, then k 
is pseudofactorial. 
Proof. Let f be a polynomial in k[x]. If k is locally precompact choose N 
such that If(a If (011 w h enever ]a] > N, so if If(a)1 < If(O)1 then ]a] <N. 
Let Y, be a l/n-approximation to the N-ball. Then the sequence 
r, = inf{( f (y)]: y E Y,} is Cauchy and converges to inf{ ] f (a)[ : a E k}, so k 
is pseudofactorial. 
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Suppose the valuation is discrete with a factorial residue class field. 
Replacing f(x) by dcdegYf(x/c) we may assume that f is manic and the 
values of the coefficients of f do not exceed 1. Let the value group be 
generated by r < 1, and choose 71 in k such that / n 1 = r. We shall construct a 
sequence of (possible empty) finite families B, c (a E k: ]a1 < 1 }, and 
positive integer n(m) such that if If(a)] ,< rncm) then 1 a - b I< rm for some b 
in B, and If(b)1 < rm for each b in B,. 
Let B, consist of one representative of each of the roots off read in the 
(factorial) residue class field, and n(1) = 1. If If(a)] < r, then ]a1 < r because 
f is manic, so a represents a root off in the residue class field, whereupon 
j u - b 1 < r for some b in B, . To construct B, + , from B, we proceed as 
follows. For each b in B, write 
f(b + TC”X) = +‘*‘g,(x) 
where the maximum value of the coefficients of g, E k[x J is 1. As 
fib + rrmx) -f(b) is divisible by ?rmx, and If(b)1 < rm, we have e(b) > m. Let 
c, ,..., cf be representatives of the roots of g, read in the residue class field, 
and let B,, , consist of all elements of the form 
for b in B,. Let n(m + 1) exceed n(m) and e(b) for each b in B,. Suppose 
If(u)1 < rntm+ I). Then la-bl<r” for some b in B,, so u=b+rmc for 
some c in k such that /c] ,< 1. Since If(u)] < rnCm+‘) andf(u) = Tce’*‘gb(c), we 
have / g*(c)] < r so c represents a root of g, read in the residue class field. 
Hence /c-cf]<rfor some i, so ~u-(b+~mc~)~=~~mc-~mc~~~rmtl. 
If B, is empty, then 1 = if(O)] < ]/(a)1 for each a in k. Otherwise we 
compute inf(if(u)l: a E k) by taking the limit of the Cauchy sequence 
d, = infIf(b)l: b E Umqn B,l. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If k is a discrete field with a pseudofactorial valuation, 
then the algebraic (separable) closure of k in its completion k  ^is separably 
factorial. 
Proof. The algebraic (separable) closure K of k in k  ^is discrete ] 1, 
Theorem 3.61. Moreover K is pseudofactorial since k is dense in K. Hence, if 
f is a separable polynomial in K[x], then either f has a root in i = k ,^ or 
If (a)1 is bounded away from 0 for all a in K, by Corollary 3.2. But any root 
off in k  ^is in K, so K is separably factorial [2, Theorem 3.41. 
The stipulation that f be separable cannot be eliminated from the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Let (aj} be a sequence of O’s and l’s with at most one 1. 
Let K be the field of formal power series in y over the two element field 2,. 
Let r be an element of K that is transcendental over Z,(y). Then 
is transcendental over Z,(y). Let k = Z,(y, r,r) and let f(x) = x2 - r. Then f 
has a root in K = k  ^if and only if a, = 0 for all n. However, k is pseudofac- 
torial by Theorem 3.4, so Corollary 3.2 would allow us to decide whether f 
has a root in K or not. 
4. HENSEL'S LEMMA 
We need a somewhat elaborate version of Hensel’s lemma. Our treatment 
follows Artin (61 very closely. The hypotheses of the lemma are relaxed very 
slightly and we must worry about some constructive peculiarities. One of 
these is that we cannot assign a degree to every polynomial as we cannot 
determine which coefficients are nonzero. We shall speak of the formal 
degree of a polynomial which is defined by: 
(i) the formal degree of a constant is 0, 
(ii) the formal degree of x is 1, 
(iii) the formal degree of a sum is the maximum of the formal degrees 
of the terms, 
(iv) the formal degree of a product is the sum of the formal degrees of 
the factors. 
The formal degree is an operation in the sense of Bishop rather than a 
function-that is, the formal degrees of two equal polynomials may differ. 
The following lemma is needed because we cannot determine which coef- 
ficients of a polynomial have the maximum value. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a finite family of real numbers with cardinality 
i > 0 and supremum o, and let m be a positive integer. Then for all but at 
most (m + l)(i - 1) positive integers n we can partition S into disjoint finite 
subfamilies A and B such that 
s > 0 - 2-(m+n) if SEA 
s<o-2-” if sEB. 
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Proof. For each positive integer n partition S into disjoint finite families 
A, and B, such that 
s>(J---(“-‘) if sEA, 
and 
s<a-2-” if sEB,. 
Then the A, form a descending chain of nonempty finite subfamilies of S. 
Since A, has cardinality no greater than i, there are at most i - 1 values of n 
for which A n+, #A,. and hence at most (m + l)(i - 1) values of n such that 
A ,,,+,,+, #A,. For the remaining values of n we let A =An=Am+“+, and 
B=B,. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let k be afield with a nonarchimedean valuation, and let 
A be a positive real number. For f (x) = C aixi E k[x] let /f I= sup /ail A’. 
Then this defines a valuation on k(x). 
Proof. It suffices to show that we have defined a valuation on k[x]. The 
only problem is in showing that lfgi = IfI I g/. Clearly ifgi < IfI I gl so it 
suffices to show that lfgl + E > IfI / gl f or each E > 0. If IfI < e/sup(l, / gl) 
then we are done, so we may assume that Ifi > 0 and, similarly, that / gl > 0. 
By Lemma 4.1 we can choose m and n so that 
and 
2~“~l.f + I sl) < WfL 181) 
2-” W./l, I gl> < e 
and partition the monomial terms off and g into disjoint families A, B, and 
C, D, respectively, so that 
la\ > IfI - 2-(“+m) > 0 if aEA 
161 < IfI - 2-” if bEB 
ICI > / g/ - 2-(“+*’ > 0 if cEC 
IdI < (g/ - 2-” if dE D. 
Let r=Ifllgi-2-“inf(lfl,Igl). If aEA and cEC. then /ac/> 
(I./l - 2-(“+m’)(( gl- 2p(“+m’) > IfI / gl - 2p(“+m’((f/ + I gl) > r. If 
uEAUB and vED, then iuvl<Ifl(lgl-2~“)=Ifl/g/-2-“lfj~r. 
Similarly for u E B and v E C U D. Letf=Jd +f, and g = g, + g,, wheref, 
is the sum of the monomials in A, etc. Thenfg =f, g, +fA g, +fs g, +fB g, 
and iJd g, +fs g, +f, g,/ < r. But considering the monomial of highest 
degree inf., g, shows that iJd g,/ > r. Hence \fgl= If, g,l > r > IfI I gl -E. 
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We can now give an example of a residue class field that is not a field in 
the sense of [ 11. Let k be a field with a nonarchimedean valuation, and let a 
and j3 be positive real numbers such that sup(a, /I) = 1. Applying 
Theorem 4.2 twice we get a valuation on the rational function field k(x, y) 
such that Ix I= a and 1 y ) = /3 and Ix + v ( = sup(a, /I) = 1. In the residue class 
field k we have x + y # 0 but we cannot assert that x # 0 or that y # 0. 
We can also construct a field with a nonarchimedean valuation whose 
residue class field is a field in the sense of [l] but whose value group is not 
discrete. Let k be .a finite field and a < 1 a positive real number. Applying 
Theorem 4.2 we get a nonarchimedean valuation on the rational function 
field k(x) such that Jx] = (r. Were the value group discrete we could decide 
whether a = 1. However it is easy to check that k(x) is a field in the sense 
of [l]. 
The following definition is the conclusion of Hensel’s lemma as given in 
[ 6, Theorem 5 ] when s = 1. 
DEFINITION. Let k be a field with a nonarchimedean valuation. We say 
that k is Henselian if whenever f, 4, w, h, A, B and C are in k[x], and d E k, 
such that 
1. f(x) = ~0) u/(x) + h(x), 
2. A(x) 4(x) t B(x) w(x) = d t C(x), 
3. Iw(x)l < 1 and IB(x>l < 1, 
4. 4(x) = CyzO aixi and a,, # 0, 
5. s”’ ]C(x)] < IdI < 1 and s2M Ih( < ldl2 ]#(x)], where M is at least 
as big as the maximum of the formal degrees of B(x) h(x) and C(x) h(x); 
and s = l&W as” I 
then we can construct polynomials Q(x) and Y(x) in k[x] such that 
f(x) = w> w> 
deg @ = n and the leading coefficient of @ is a,, 
I @(XI - O>l < I4 l@(x)1 
I W> - w(x>l < Idl 
A(x) G(x) t B(x) Y(x) = d. 
Note that this definition depends on the value 2 = Ix] chosen for the 
extension of the valuation on k to k[x] via Theorem 4.2. In fact this depend- 
ence is only apparent, at least for discrete fields, as we shall show in 
Theorem 4.7. 
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HENSEL'S LEMMA. If k is a complete field under a nonarchimedearl 
valuation, then k is Henselian. 
Proof. See Artin 16, Theorem 5, p. 29). The modifications in the proof 
due to the fact that s > 1 rather than s = 1 are straightforward. As we cannot 
deduce from f = 4~ + h that the degree of I# does not exceed the maximum of 
the formal degrees of f and h, it is necessary to replace max(degf(x), 
deg h(x)) by max(degf(x), deg h(x), deg $(x)) throughout, where we 
understand degf(x) and deg h(x) to be formal degrees. Several times we 
need to use the fact that if deg Q = n and q$w = 0, where the formal degree of 
H is m. then v = v* where the formal degree of w* is m - n. Note that the 
division algorithm still works if the divisor has nonzero leading coefficient. 
and the formal degree of the remainder is less than the degree of the divisor 
(unless the divisor is a constant). 
Note that if k is a discrete field, then the algebraic closure of k in R is 
Henselian by 12, Theorem 3.21, and discrete by 11, Theorem 3.61. Thus we 
have an ample supply of discrete Henselian fields: for example, the algebraic 
closure of the rational numbers in the p-adic numbers. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let k be a Henselian field and let f(s) = 
aq’ + . . . + a,x + a, be a polynomial in k(x]. If for some n we have a,, f 0 
and ly 
l(ajx-i/a,xn)2’a,xm/ < sup(laixiI:O<i<n} 
whenever j 6 n < m < r, then f has a factor of degree Iz in klx 1. 
Proof. Let 4(x) = a,x” + . +. f a, and t&x) = 1 in the definition of 
Henselian, so h(x) = a,x’ + ... + a,+ ,x”“. The hypothesis says that 
s*‘lhl<j#l. LetA=C=OandB=d=l andM=r. Bythedefinitionof 
Henselian we are done. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let k be a Henselian field. Suppose f(x) = 
a,x’+ . . . t a,x + a, is in k[x] and 0 < la,x’l < / f(x)1 = sup(la,xl: 
0 < i < r }. Then f is reducible over k. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we can partition the terms aixi into subfamilies A 
and B so that 
lqx’l > If(x)1 - 2-‘m+‘) if aixi E A 
and 
laiXil < If (X)1 - 2-’ if aixi E B. 
Furthermore we can choose m and t so that 2r < 2” and 2 --I < If(x 
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Then (If(x)/ - 2- (m+‘))2r > (If(x)/ - 2-‘/2r)2’> If(x)I 2-f If(x)I* = 
Ifw-‘u-w -2-V so 
1 I f(x)1 2r If(x)1 - 2-(m+r) t (If( - 2-V < If(x>l. 
We can also require (a,.~‘( f 2-(mtt)< if\, so a,x’E B.Let n be the biggest 
integer such that a,, E A. As IS(x)] = sup{] aixi I: 0 < i < r} we have II > 0. 
The hypotheses of Corollary 4.3 are met, so f has a factor of degree IZ in 
+I. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let k be a discrete Henselian field. Zf f E k[x], and 
(S,f ‘) = 1, then there is 6 > 0 such that if ] f - q$t] < 6, and deg f = deg @J, 
thenf=@Yforsome@and !Pink[x] wheredeg@=deg$. 
Proof: Let g(x) = a,x” + ..a + a,x + a, with a, # 0. Choose 
S < inf{ 1, if], ]xldegf} so if 0 < ] f - 4~1 < 6, then the valuation on k is 
nontrivial. If f = &I we are done, so we may assume that the valuation is 
nontrivial. Choose e E k such that 0 < le] < 1. As the map from k[x] to itself 
taking the polynomial F(x) to F(x/ek) is a bicontinuous automorphism, we 
may assume that ) 4(x)] = I a,xn], that is, s = 1 in the definition of Henselian. 
By multiplying IJI by an appropriate power of e, and multiplying (6 by the 
same power of e-‘, we may assume that ]e]’ < 1~1 < 1, so If I < 141 < 
lf]/]e]*. Choose a and b in k[x] so that Ia] < 1 and Ibl< 1 and 
O#af+bf’=dEk 
with Id] < 1, and a If I < le12 and b If I < ]e(’ 1x1. Let 6 = IdI* inf(l,]x], (f I) 
and suppose ] f - &I] < 6. Note that if FE k[x], then (F’ ( < ]F]/]x (. 
Then If’-#‘y-+yI <IdI’ so IdI* > Ia(f-~W)+bdf’-~‘~--~‘)l= 
Id - I(4 - 4’) w + bw’#ll so the conditions in the definition of Henselian 
are satisfied with A = by’ and B = a# - b4’. 
If k is a discrete field with a nonarchimedean valuation, then we define the 
Henselization of k to be the separable closure of k in k .^ This terminology is 
justified by the fact that a discrete field with a nonarchimedean valuation is 
Henselian exactly when it is separably closed in its completion. To prove this 
fact we first need a lemma about relatively prime factors of polynomials 
which generalizes the separable part of [2, Theorem 3.21. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let k be a discrete field and E an extension field of k. If 
f E k[x] and g, h E E[x] are manic polynomials such that f = gh and 
(g, h) = 1, then the coeflcients of g and h are separable over k. 
Proof By [2, Theorem 3.21 the coefficients of g and h are algebraic over 
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k, so by [ 1, Theorem 3.61 we may assume that E is discrete and hence 
(g, h) = 1 makes sense. By [ 1, Lemma 3.51 we can write f as a product of 
manic polynomials of the form F(x4), where (F, 8”) = 1 and q is 1 or a 
power of the characteristic of k. Then F(xq) = a(x) b(x) where a(x) = 
(F(xq), g(x)) and b(x) = (F(xq), h(x)). As g is the product of the a’s and h is 
the product of the b’s, we may assume thatf= F(xq). We now induct on q. If 
q = 1 we are done by [2, Theorem 3.21. If q > 1, then 0 =f’(x) = g’h + gh’ 
so g divides g’h, whence g divides g’ so g’ = 0 = h’. Therefore g = G(x”) 
and h = H(xP), so F(xqIp) = G(x) H(x). By induction the coefficients of G 
and H, which are the same as the coefficients of g and h, are separable 
over li. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let k be a discrete field with a nonarchimedean 
valuation. Then k is Henselian if and only if k is separably closed in its 
completion. 
ProoJ Suppose k is separably closed in its completion k .^ Since k  ^is 
Henselian we can construct the required CD and !P with coefficients in 6. As k 
is separably closed in k ,^ Lemma 4.6 says that the coefficients of CD and Y are 
in k. 
Now suppose k is Henselian and 0 in k  ^is separable over k. Then 0 
satisfies a polynomial f in k[x] such that (f, f ‘) = 1. If deg f is 1, then 0 E k 
and we are done. Otherwise we can find (r in k so that 1 f (a)1 is as small as 
we please. But f (a) =f - (x - GI) v for some li/ in k]xJ. Then by Theorem 4.5 
we can find a linear factor off in k]x], and so find a polynomial of smaller 
degree satisfied by 8. 
As remarked earlier this theorem shows that the definition of Henselian 
for discrete fields is independent of the choice of /xl. 
5. EXTENSIONS OF VALUATIONS 
We turn to the question of extending valuations from k to k(O), where 0 is 
algebraic over k. In general we must restrict ourselves to the case when k(8) 
is finite-dimensional over k, that is, when we have an irreducible polynomial 
satisfied by B ] 1, Theorem 3.71. The following example illustrates this for 
both the archimedean and the nonarchimedean cases. 
EXAMPLE. Equip the field of rational numbers Q with either ordinary 
absolute value or the 7-adic valuation, and let \/z be a fixed root of 2 in the 
completion & of Q. Let {a,,} be a sequence of O’s and l’s with at most one 1. 
The field 
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is discrete, countable, and locally precompact. Define a field E = k(B) with B 
algebraic over k by 
E = {s + to: s, t E k} 
where e2 = 2 and equality is defined by setting s + tB = 0 if 
s=t=O 
or 
S=tG and aI,,, = 1 for some m 
or 
s=-tJjS and a,,,, = 1 for some m. 
Note that E is a discrete field. But if we could extend the valuation to E, 
then in 8 either (0 - \/z I# 0 or ] t9 + fl] # 0, so we could rule out either 
a 2m+, = 1 or azm = 1. 
Let k be a discrete field with a valuation. Let k” denote the vector space of 
n-tuples of elements of k endowed with the supremum norm, and let e, ,..., e, 
be the natural basis. A family of elements ur,..., u, in a normed vector space 
V over k is a metric basis for V if the linear transformation d: k” + V defined 
by d(ei) = ui is bicontinuous [lo]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let K be a field with a nonarchimedean valuation and k a 
discrete Henselian subfield of K. Let 8 E K satisfy a separable irreducible 
polynomial of degree n over k. Then there is E > 0 such that 1 g(S)1 > E 1 gl 
whenever g E k[x] is of degree less than n. Thus the elements 1, e,..., P’ 
form a metric basis for K over k. 
Proof: We construct a sequence 1 = e0 > E, > . . . > E, _, > 0 so that 
Ig(t9)l>e,(g/ if degg=m. Let g(x)=g,+g,x+...+g,x”. As 
] g] < sup(1, Ix]“) sup{] gi(: 0 < i < m), we may assume that Ix] = 1. We may 
also assume that g is manic, so I g] > 1. 
Let f be the minimal polynomial of B and suppose we have constructed 
& ,,-r. Setp=sup(l,]f?)“) and set 
E, = 8(&,-J2$u)“-m+2 If I-’ 
where 6 < 1 is gotten from Theorem 4.5. Write f = qg + r where deg r < m. 
Contemplating the division algorithm we see that IqJ < /f I ( gl”-m so 
Iq(e>l< lqliu < If I) gl’-“‘iu. If 1 gl >P/E,,-, > 1, then, by induction, 
ide)-emiah g ] (x)-xmI=&m-lIgl>~~IBmI. As the valuation is 
nonarchimedean we have tg(e)l=Ig(e)-eml~&,-,Igl~&E,Igi. 
Otherwise ] g] < ~,u/E,-, ~0 i ml = Iewld~~l a Em-, Id/If I I gl”-“P 
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since deg r < m. As f is irreducible, Theorem 4.5 says /r( > 6 so 
cm-1 IMfl I gl”-“P > Em-1 6 I sl/lfI (2P/% IY+‘P = %I I gl > &ml /a. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let k be a discrete Henselian field and K a finite separable 
extension of k. Then any two valuations on K extending the valuation on k 
are equal. 
Proof. Let K = k(B), where 0 is separable ] 1, Theorem 4.11 of degree n 
and let f be the minimal polynomial of 8. If / / is any extension of the 
(nonarchimedean) valuation on k, then I8/ < If(x)] where we take 1.x / = 1. 
Each element a in K can be written uniquely as a = g,(e), where g E k[x 1 
has degree less than n. By Lemma 5.1. for some F > 0 we have 
Note that ]f(x)\” / g,(x)] and E I g,(x)\ d p d e en only on the valuation on k. 
Now suppose 1 /, and / (* are valuations on K extending the one on k. If 
lbl, > jbl, for some b in K, then there is m such that Ib”i, > (jf(x)l”/e) lb”l? 
which is impossible. Hence / bl, < I bl, for each b in K. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let k be a discrete HenselianJield and E aJnite dimen- 
sional extension of k. Then the valuation on k extends uniquely to E. If the 
value group of k is discrete, so is the value group of E. 
Proof Let F be the separable closure of k in E. Since Em c F for some 
positive integer m [ 1, Lemma 3.5 1, any valuation on F extends uniquely to E 
so we may assume that E is separable. Lemma 5.2 takes care of uniqueness. 
To construct a valuation on E we follow ] 11, Theorem 14: 1 ] and, for 8 in E. 
set 
181 = IN(B) 
where N is the field norm from E to k and n is the dimension of E/k. To 
show that this defines a (generalized) valuation. the only problem is showing 
thatIN(1+8)~~1if/N(8)~~1.Letf(x)=x”+a,_,xm~’+~~~+a,bethe 
minimal polynomial of 0. Since N(8) is a power of IN,,,,,,(B)], we have 
I4 = IN k(e,,k(0)] < 1. By Corollary 4.4 and [3, Lemma 51 we have Iail < 1 
for all i, as sup jai/ > 1 implies f is reducible, which is impossible. But 
f(x - 1) is the minimal polynomial of 1 + 8 and its constant term is 
i( 1 + c f ai). As the valuation is nonarchimedean / 1 + 2 f  ai1 < 1. Since 
N( 1 + 8) is a power of this term, we have ] N( 1 + e)] < 1. 
The value group V, contains VP”, so if Vk is discrete so is V,. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let k be a discrete Henselian field and E a finite dimen- 
sional separable extension of k. Then E is Henselian. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.7 it suffices to show that E is separably closed in 
its completion. Let E = k(8). As k is separably closed in 6, we have E is 
separably closed in E(B) by [2; Theorem 3.71. Lemma 5.1 shows that the 
norm on k(B) given by the valuation is equivalent to the supremum norm on 
k”, so k(B) = ,!?. 
By Corollary 3.5, the Henselization of a discrete field with a pseudofac- 
torial valuation is separably factorial. Thus there are plenty of situations in 
which the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let k be a discrete field with a nonarchimedean valuation 
such that the Henselization k’ of k is separably factorial. Let E = k(0) be a 
jinite dimensional separable extension of k. Then the valuations on E that 
extend the one on k are in one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible 
factors F, , F, ,..., F, in ff[x] of the minimal polynomial of 8 over k. If pi is 
the Henselization of E under the valuation corresponding to Fi, then 
n, = [Ei: I?] is the degree of Fi, and JJ n, = n. 
ProoJ: A valuation on E extending the valuation on k determines an 
irreducible factor over k’of the minimal polynomial f of 67 over k as follows. 
Let E’ be the Henselization of E. Then Lc I? and 0 is separable over the 
separably factorial field k” so we can find the minimal polynomial g of 0 over 
k: Conversely, if g is an irreducible factor off over c let a be a root of g in 
an extension field of l (possible since g is irreducible). By Theorem 5.3 we 
can extend the valuation on k”uniquely to c(a). The minimal polynomial of a 
over k is f so k(a) z E over k. This isomorphism induces a valuation on E. 
6. t?ANDf 
Let k be a field with a discrete valuation, and E a finite dimensional 
separable extension of k with a valuation extending that of k. If the quotient 
VE/V, of the value groups of E and k is finite, we define the ramt$cation 
index e = e(E/k) to be the number of elements in V,/V,. Similarly if the 
residue class field i? is finite dimensional over k, we define the residue class 
degree to be the dimension f =f (E/k) of E over I?. As passing to the 
Henselizations cc,?? leaves the value groups and residue class fields 
unchanged, we may assume that k is Henselian. 
The classical method for producing e is to choose rr in k such that 1 n 1 < 1 
generates the value group V, of k. Then (Theorem 5.3) VE is a subgroup of 
the cyclic group generated by 1~ ( “‘, hence is cyclic and contains V, as a 
subgroup of finite index e. This is the proof used in [4]. As we cannot assert 
that a subgroup of a cyclic group is cyclic, our construction of e must be 
more elaborate. The problem with computing f is that finitely generated field 
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extensions need not be finite dimensional. We need to impose Seidenberg’s 
condition P on the residue class field. This condition says that if char k = p. 
then each finitely generated extension field K of k with KP c k is finite 
dimensional over k [ 10, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let k be a discrete Henselian field with a discrete 
valuation. Let E be an n-dimensional separable extension of k, and suppose 
the residue class field k satisfies Seidenberg’s condition P. Then the quotient 
group V,IV, has finite cardinality e, I? has finite dimension f over k; and 
n = ef. In particular, the valuation on E is discrete, and i? satisfies 
condition P. 
Proof Suppose S is a finite set of nonzero elements of E containing 1 
and mapping one-to-one into yE/Vkr and W is a finite subset of 
(w E E: 1 WI= 1) that maps to a k-linearly independent family w in E. If 
6,. E k for w E W, then / Cw,,,+, b,wl =max lbwI for if Ix b,.wl < /b,.J = 
max lb,,1 then. dividing by b,.,, we get a dependence relation among w. So if 
a,,,. E k, for s E S and w E W, we have 
I 
\’ a,,.sw = max 
‘\‘ ’ 
SYW I$’ Y a,,2 = pya; la,,,.sl 
as the values of the nonzero a,,~ are distinct. In particular SW = (sw: s E S 
and u’ E W) is linearly independent over k, and if .X E kS W. the k-vector 
space spanned by SW, and 1x1 < 1, then the image X of x in l? is in kp. 
We shall construct sets S and W as above, with the requirement that kl? 
be a field. We start with S = W = ( 1). If we ever get E = kS W, then we are 
done as S must map onto VE/V, and E = kl?? Otherwise there is a in 
E\kS W. As k is Henselian, E has a metric basis over k by Theorem 5.1, so 
a is bounded away from kS W by some positive distance [ 10, Lemma 6 1. Let 
71 in k be such that I rr) < 1 generates V,. We may assume that if s E S\{ 1 }, 
then ( 7t 1 < /s I < 1. Let r be the maximum of the values of elements of S\ { 1 }, 
with r = / rr/ if S = { 1 }. Given b in kS W one of the following things happens: 
(i) We construct b’ E kS W such that I a - b’ / < r /a - b I. 
(ii) We construct an element p in E so that 1pl/l s/ is not in V, for any 
s in S. 
(iii) We construct a finite dimensional subfield K # k of E such that - - 
[K: k] = (K: k] (and so V,= Vk). 
(iv) We construct a proper finite dimensional field extension of km 
in E. 
By Theorem 5.3, V, is discrete so V,/V, is discrete since V, is cyclic. Thus 
either /3 = a - b satisfies (ii) or we can find t in k and s in S such that- 
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6 = (a - b)/st has value 1. In the latter case we shall show that either 
eE kw or (iii) holds or (iv) holds. First let us see what to do if BE km. If 
#E iw then there is u in kW such that 8=; so lf?-ul < 1. Either 
le-ul<‘r or /3=8-u satisfies (ii). If ]B-ul<r we set b’=b+stu, and 
(i) holds since a - b = stf? and I@( = 1. 
Returning to the problem of whether t?E k@ we note that, since V, is 
discrete, 0 is certainly algebraic over 6. Thus there is a manic polynomial g 
with coefficients in k all having value not exceeding 1, so that g and 2’ are 
relatively prime, and g(e”) = 0 where q is 1 or a power of the finite charac- 
teristic of k [ 1, Lemma 3.51. Since E is Henselian (Theorem 5.4), there is w  
in E such that g(w) = 0 and W = gq. The minimal polynomial of w, which 
exists as E is finite dimensional over k, divides g and, by Gauss’s lemma, all 
its coefficients have value not exceeding 1. Thus we may assume that g is 
irreducible. As E is Henselian and S is separable, g is irreducible. Thus i(G) 
is finite dimensional over k. If deg g > 1, set K = k(w) and we get (iii). If 
deg g = 1, then # is purely inseparable over k; and hence over ip. By 
condition P we then have that &m(g) is finite dimensional over il?? If this 
dimension is 1, then f?E CF. Otherwise lp(g) is the field needed in (iv). 
If (ii) occurs we can increase S; if (iv) occurs we can increase W. As a is 
bounded away from kSW, situation (i) can occur only finitely many times. 
Finally, suppose (iii) occurs. Then V, = V, and K is Henselian 
(Theorem 5.4). Moreover K satisfies condition P since i?/k is finite dimen- 
sional [ 12, Lemma 1; 10, Theorem 11. We are done by induction on n. 
The requirement in Theorem 6.1 that k satisfy condition P cannot be 
removed, at least not entirely. To show this we first prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let K be a discrete field of characteristic p. Then there 
exists a discrete Henselian field k with a discrete valuation and residue class 
field k = K such that for each y in 5 there is a finite dimensional separable 
extension E of k with y E kp. 
ProoJ If k is a field of characteristic p, then by k’lP we mean a field 
containing k such that (k”“)” = k. That such a field exists is obvious upon 
contemplating the isomorphism k z kp c k. Let k be the Henselization of the 
rational function field K(t) under the t-adic valuation. If y = 0, let E = k. If 
y # 0, consider the separable polynomial f(x) = xp + tx + y in k[x]. That 
f(x) is irreducible (over k”“) is easily seen by substituting x = z -A, where 
1 is the pth root of y in kllP, and applying Eisenstein’s criterion. Thus we 
can construct E = k(B) where f(B) = 0. Clearly 1191 = I Y(“~ = 1 and y = op. 
A discrete field k of characteristic p satisfies condition P if and only if KP 
is detachable from K for any finite dimensional extension field K of k [ 10, 
Theorem 11, that is, for each y in K either y E KP or y tZ Kp. Thus the 
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following corollary shows that the I? in Theorem 6.1 must at least satisfy a 
weak form of condition P. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let k be a discrete field. Suppose that wheneve.r k is a 
discrete Henselian field with residue class field k, and E is a Jnite dimen- 
sional separable extension field of k, that the residue class field l? is finite 
dimensional over k. Then kp is detachable from k. 
Proof. Let YE I? and apply Theorem 6.2 to construct k and E with 
Y-E Ep. Then f? is finite dimensional over k so Ep is finite dimensional over 
kP. Thus y E I?~ is either in kp or it is not. 
The requirement in Theorem 6.1 that the extension be separable cannot be 
removed. Referring to Example 3.6 let k = Z,(y’, n*) and E = Z,(y*, q) with 
the valuation inherited from the field of formal power series in y. Then the 
value group of E equals the value group of k if and only if aR = 0 for all n. 
Henselizing doesn’t change the situation. 
The p-adic valuations on Q satisfy the hypotheses of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let k be a discrete field with a valuation such that: 
(i) the valuation is discrete, 
(ii) the Henselization is separably factorial (for example, if k is 
pseudofactorial), 
(iii) the residue class field satisfies condition P. 
If E is a finite separable exension of k, then any valuation on E extending 
the one on k satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Proof. Let i? be the Henselization of E and k’the Henselization of k. We 
may assume that Kc I?. Choose a in E such that E = k(a). As k’is separably 
factorial, &(a)/k” is finite dimensional so &a) is Henselian by Theorem 5.4. 
Hence &a) = I?. Thus E’ is separably factorial by 12, Theorem 3.91, so (ii) 
holds. As the value groups and residue class fields of E and l? are the same, 
(i) and (iii) hold by Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let k be afield with a valuation satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 6.4. Let E be an n-dimensional separable extension of k. Then 
there are a jnite number s of valuations on E extending the valuation on k. 
Let E ,,..., E, denote the field E equipped with these valuations. Then e(E,/k) 
and f (E, jk) are deJined and 
n = x e(Ei/k)f (E;/k). 
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Proof. Theorem 5.5 constructs the finite number of valuations on E. We 
have e(E”i/g))f(I?i/@ = n, = [gi : E] by Theorem 6.1, and n = 2 ni by 
Theorem 5.5. But Henselization does not change the value group or the 
residue class field. 
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